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Abstract. With the advent of deep learning, multimedia information
processing gained a huge boost, and astonishing results have been ob-
served on a multitude of interesting visual-textual tasks. Relation net-
works paved the way towards an attentive processing methodology that
considers images and texts as sets of basic interconnected elements (re-
gions and words). These winning ideas recently helped to reach the state-
of-the-art on the image-text matching task. Cross-media information re-
trieval has been proposed as a benchmark to test the capabilities of the
proposed networks to match complex multi-modal concepts in the same
common space. Modern deep-learning powered networks are complex
and almost all of them cannot provide concise multi-modal descriptions
that can be used in fast multi-modal search engines. In fact, the latest
image-sentence matching networks use cross-attention and early-fusion
approaches, which force all the elements of the database to be considered
at query time. In this work, I will try to lay down some ideas to bridge
the gap between the effectiveness of modern deep-learning multi-modal
matching architectures and their efficiency, as far as fast and scalable
visual-textual information retrieval is concerned.
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1 Introduction

Image-text matching has shown impressive results on many image-sentence re-
trieval benchmarks, where the objective consists in retrieving images given a
sentence as a query, or vice versa. The image-sentence retrieval task has been
used to evaluate the network’s ability to correctly match together relevant im-
ages and sentences. However, the image-sentence retrieval problem is interesting
in itself, as it lays the basis for efficient search engines working with multi-modal
data.

Search engines must be fast and scalable, as they need to process queries
on huge databases in few milliseconds. However, state-of-the-art image-sentence
matching approaches usually employ cross-attention mechanisms in the early
stages of the data pipeline that makes it impossible to separately forward the
visual and the textual information (Figure 1). This separation is needed to disen-
tangle the offline indexing phase, usually very expensive, from the online query
processing, that instead should be completed in milliseconds.
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Fig. 1: The overall architecture of state-of-the-art proposals concerning image-
text matching. Cross attention in early stages makes the matching function out-
putting image-text similarity score very complex. It is not possible to extract
separately visual and textual features.

Despite the overall loss in efficiency, the use of cross-attention produces an
effective multi-step reasoning process that is highly beneficial for producing good
matches. As shown in previous works such as Relation Networks [16], trying to
infer a relational bias between the basic building blocks of the visual and textual
inputs helps in developing abstract links between multi-modal concepts to gather
a relational view of the world.

Furthermore, it is possible that the optimal image-sentence representation
for good indexing is not a fixed-sized vector, but a variable-length set of vectors
describing the images and the texts as sets of concepts. This poses new challenges
as far as the indexing structures are concerned.

In this work, I will try to pave the way towards the use of effective relational
multi-modal descriptions obtained from state-of-the-art self-attentive architec-
tures in scalable retrieval contexts, where efficiency is a key requirement.

2 Related Work

Many works in computer vision and natural language processing works intro-
duced high-level complex reasoning mechanisms [16,19], mainly addressing Vi-
sual Question Answering. More recently, the basic ideas behind these reasoning
schemes have been implemented in self- and cross-attentive modules [18], and
employed in many language-vision tasks [3,7,15]. These works achieved state-
of-the-art results on image-sentence retrieval. However, they do not consider
efficiency aspects.

On the other hand, many works tackled the problem of indexing visual fea-
tures coming from deep architectures. As far as content-based image retrieval
(CBIR) is concerned, [2,1] addressed the indexability problem of deep visual
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features coming from Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), like [17]. In par-
ticular, [1] showed the performances achieved with the quantization of RMAC
features, and they compared this methodology to the deep permutation approach
[2], using an inverted file as an indexing structure. Standard CNN features do not
embed complex relational biases. Furthermore, multi-modality is not addressed
in these works.

3 Explored Approaches

In previous publications [10,11,12] I explored the effectiveness of a relational vi-
sual descriptor extracted from a relation-aware architecture reasoning on a scene
with multiple objects. This relational descriptor obtained best results in the in-
troduced Relational-CBIR task, which consists in finding all the images having
objects in similar spatial relationships, given an image as query. The proposed
relational feature defeated common CBIR deep features such as RMAC [17] on
this task. This work tackled the problem of producing a compact and effec-
tive visual descriptor that could carry very complex scene information, includ-
ing inter-object relationships, and that could be indexed using already-existing
CBIR frameworks.

Given the increasing interest in multi-modal relational information process-
ing, my research is now focused on complex cross-modal retrieval scenarios. The
excellent results obtained by recently introduced self- and cross-attentive models
made me concentrate on the transformer architecture [18] for processing visual-
textual data using multi-step reasoning pipelines.

Although current efficient retrieval methods assume fixed-sized descriptors
(e.g., RMAC [17]), the latest works in cross-modal analysis treat images and
texts as sets of basic interconnected elements (image regions and words) pro-
cessed using attentive mechanisms. The native representation available becomes
therefore a variable set of features, called concepts, for every image or sentence.

One of my recent key contributions in this direction is the introduction of
the Transformer Encoder Reasoning Network (TERN) [14]. TERN employs self-
attentive mechanisms to produce both a global fixed-size deep feature and sets
of fine-grained concepts that are independent of their source modality. Unlike
most works in this field, TERN lacks cross-attentive links. Doing so, two well-
distinguished pipelines, a visual and a textual one, are created and can be used
separately in the online search and in the offline indexing phases. The produced
cross-modal representations are compared with simple dot-products so that the
similarity search can be very efficient by employing already existing indexing
schemes working on standard metric spaces (Figure 2).

Concerning the global fixed-size description of images and sentences, in [13]
we applied the scalar quantization or deep permutation approaches to multi-
modal global features as explained in [1]. These representations can be then easily
used in inverted lists without further modifications to the indexing structure.

On the other hand, TERN can also treat images and sentences as sets and
sequences of basic interconnected concepts, coming from regions and words re-
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Fig. 2: An high-level overview of the proposed TERN architecture.

spectively. In this case, TERN does not output a compact global description of
images and sentences, but a variable-sized set of features, one for every concept,
in the same abstract common space.

The concepts can be clustered to create a dictionary. Following this direction,
in [13] we also introduced a model similar to the Bag of Words, that we called
Bag of Concepts, for producing image and sentence representations for efficient
indexing using inverted lists.

3.1 Early Results

In [11] we were able to obtain a good relation aware descriptor, that reached
a Spearman-Rho correlation value of 0.28 against -0.15 of the RMAC features
on the Relational-CBIR benchmark built on the CLEVR dataset [5]. We thus
showed the efficacy of a relational architecture in producing a fixed-size relation
aware image descriptor.

In the recent work on visual-textual information retrieval [13] we used the
proposed TERN architecture [14] as a multi-modal feature extractor, both for
global fixed-sized descriptors and for the variable-sized set of concepts. In these
first experiments, we tested the stability of the extracted features by simulating
strong sparsification, as this is the key element for the production of efficient
inverted indexes.

On the visual-textual MS-COCO dataset [6], the scalar quantization and
the deep permutation approaches on the fixed-sized global feature behaved very
similarly (72.7 Recall@10 in the sentence-to-image retrieval and 81.3 in image-
to-sentence). When the sparsity rate achieves 99% (only 20 dimensions out of
2048 are not zero), the deep permutation approach loses around 27% on the
Recall@10 metric, while scalar quantization loses 23%. At the same very high
sparsification rate of 99%, the Bag of Concepts model shows better results than
the scalar quantization approach during the re-ranking phase of the sentence-to-
image retrieval scenario. The reranking using the non sparsified vectors can be
performed efficiently using GPUs on the subset of results selected by the initial
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approximate search, therefore it defines an overall good compromise between
efficiency and effectiveness.

4 Conclusions

In this work, I tried to pave the way towards efficient and effective multi-modal
retrieval using state-of-the-art technologies from computer vision and natural
language processing worlds. The emphasis is placed on attentive architectures.
They are able to implement a multi-step high-level relational reasoning proce-
dure, gaining a lot in effectiveness but creating efficiency problems when scalable
information retrieval is addressed.

In my research, I first tried to produce a fixed-sized relational visual descrip-
tor that defeated RMAC on the Relational-CBIR task. Then, considering the
interesting cross-modal retrieval problem, I tried to extract powerful fixed- and
variable-sized features using the proposed TERN architecture, using existing
methods (scalar quantization, deep permutations) when addressing global fixed-
sized features and proposing the Bag of Concepts model for producing indexable
representations out of the variable-sized sets of multi-modal concepts.

4.1 Next steps

In the near future, I manage to extensively evaluate the efficiency of the proposed
approaches when implemented in inverted indexes structures. To do so, a large
multi-modal dataset containing matching images and sentences is needed. MS-
COCO can be augmented with Flickr30k [20], obtaining a total of around 36k
images annotated with 180k sentences. For further validating these approaches, a
whole set of distracting images can be added from available huge image datasets
such as MIRFlickr1M 1.

Further experimentation is needed as far as the Bag of Concepts is concerned.
An extension of the TERN architecture that I am implementing involves the fine-
grained alignment of regions and words at training time. In this case, a precise
similarity matrix between every image region and every word is available. It
is therefore possible that a custom indexing structure can be built using the
region-word alignment matrix. It is furthermore possible to learn this indexing
structure imposing some sparsification constraints directly at training time.

Another line of research can be derived by the approaches by [8,9]. In these
works, the transformer encoder in the BERT architecture [4] is split in an offline
and an online processing stages by partitioning the attention links so that they do
not create cross-connections between the two pipelines. In this way, the complex
activations produced from the offline pipeline can be stored during the indexing
phase and efficiently retrieved at query time. They applied this methodology
for textual document retrieval. However, this approach can be directly applied
to state-of-the-art visual-textual processing architectures based on the BERT
model, such as [3,7,15].

1 bluehttp://press.liacs.nl/mirflickr/

http://press.liacs.nl/mirflickr/
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